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				This node is deprecated and no longer maintained. Use the new
					"KNIME Reporting (Labs)" extension instead.
			

		
            
			This node allows you to generate PDF reports out of the given input data. 
			The report, generated by the Birt reporting engine, shows a table containing this data.
			


            
            This node can access a variety of different
            file systems. 
            More information about file handling in KNIME can be found in the official 
            File Handling Guide.
            


  
  
Options
	Number of rows to report

	Specifies the number of rows to generate the
			report of.
			If the complete number of the data tables rows is greater
			than
			the specified number a warning will be shown. Be aware that the
			generation of a report with more than a few thousand rows is
			time
			consuming.
	Write to

	Select a file system in which you want to store the file. There
				are
				four default file system options to choose from:
				

					Local File System: Allows you to select a location in your
	                    local system.
	                
	Mountpoint: Allows you to read from a mountpoint.
	                	When selected, a new drop-down menu appears to choose the mountpoint.
	                	Unconnected mountpoints are greyed out but can still be selected (note that browsing is disabled in this case).
	                	Go to the KNIME Explorer and connect to the mountpoint to enable browsing.
	                	A mountpoint is displayed in red if it was previously selected but is no longer available.
	                	You won't be able to save the dialog as long as you don't select a valid i.e. known mountpoint.
	                
	Relative to: Allows you to choose whether to resolve the path
						relative to the current mountpoint, current workflow or the current workflow's data area.
	                When selected a new drop-down menu appears to choose which of the three options to use.
	                
	Custom/KNIME URL: Allows to specify a URL (e.g. file://, http:// or knime:// protocol). 
	                    When selected, a spinner appears that allows you to specify the desired connection and write timeout in milliseconds.
	                    In case it takes longer to connect to the host / write the file, the node fails to execute.
	                    Browsing is disabled for this option.
	                


				It is possible to use other file systems with this node. Therefore,
				you have to enable the file system connection input port of this
				node
				by clicking the
				...
				in the bottom left corner of the node's icon and choose
				Add File System Connection port
				.
				

				Afterwards, you can simply connect the desired connector node to this node.
				The file system connection will then be shown in the drop-down menu.
				It is greyed out if the file system is not connected in which case you have to (re)execute the connector node first.
				Note: The default file systems listed above can't be selected if a file system is provided via the input port.
	File/URL

	Enter a URL when writing to Custom/KNIME URL, otherwise enter a path to a file. The
				required syntax of a path depends on the chosen file system, such as "C:\path\to\file" (Local
				File System on Windows) or  "/path/to/file" (Local
	            File System on Linux/MacOS and Mountpoint). For file systems connected via input port, the node
	            description of the respective connector node describes the required path format.
				You can also choose a previously selected file from the drop-down list, or select a location
				from the "Browse..." dialog.
				Note that browsing is disabled in some cases:
					Custom/KNIME URL: Browsing is always disabled.
	Mountpoint: Browsing is disabled if the selected mountpoint isn't connected.
					Go to the KNIME Explorer and connect to the mountpoint to enable browsing.
	File systems provided via input port:
					Browsing is disabled if the connector node hasn't been executed since the workflow has been opened.
					(Re)execute the connector node to enable browsing.


                The location can be exposed as or automatically set via a 
                
                path flow variable.
	Create missing folders

	Select if the folders of the selected output location should be created if they do not already exist.
				If this option is unchecked, the node will fail if a folder does not exist.
	If exists

	Specify the behavior of the node in case the output file already exists.
					Overwrite: Will replace any existing file.
					
	Fail: Will issue an error during the node's execution (to prevent unintentional overwrite).
					


	Delete rptdesign file

	Specifies if the rptdesign file is deleted after
			the generation
			of the report.
	Report Title

	Specifies the reports title which is displayed in
			the reports head.
	Report Author

	Specifies the reports author. The name of the
			author will appear in the
			footer of the report.
	Create images wih default size

	If selected, the images will be created with a
			default size.
	Create images with specified size

	If selected the
			Image Width
			and
			Image Height
			can be specified. Also, 2 scaling options will become available:
			Scale to size, 
			which will render the image to the specified size,
			or
			Paint to size, 
			which will shrink the image to fit the size.


  
  
Input Ports
	



	Input table.
	


…
	The file system connection.



  
  
Output Ports
	This node has no output ports




  
  
Popular Predecessors
	
Pivot10 %
	
Scorer9 %
	
Column Filter6 %
	
Table View (JavaScript)6 %
	
Row Filter4 %
	Show all 144 recommendations



  
  
Popular Successors
	
Send Email29 %
	
Timer Info23 %
	
Variable Loop End12 %
	
Merge Variables6 %
	
Loop End6 %
	Show all 15 recommendations




  
  
Views
	This node has no views


  
  
Workflows
	


[ISPRENL S11] Group 5 MCO2 WorkflowKNIME Hub
	


00 Install ExtensionsKNIME Hub
	


00 Install ExtensionsKNIME Hub
	


00 Install ExtensionsKNIME Hub
	


00 Install ExtensionsKNIME Hub
	Show all 36 workflows


  
  
Links
	
  
Excel to PDFby izaychik63 on 2021-03-02
forum.knime.com/p/117257

	
  
Writing A Table To PDFby izaychik63 on 2024-02-16
forum.knime.com/p/249869

	
  
Knime write to pdf templateby qqilihq on 2022-06-08
forum.knime.com/p/159665



  
  
Developers
You want to see the source code for this node? Click the following button and we’ll use our super-powers to find it for you.

  
 Find Source




  
  
Installation

To use this node in KNIME, install the
extension
KNIME HTML/PDF Writer (legacy)
from the below update site
following our
NodePit Product and Node Installation Guide:
v5.2


  
  


A zipped version of the software site can be downloaded
here.
Plugin provider: KNIME AG, Zurich, Switzerland
Plugin version: 5.2.0.v202310301554
On NodePit since: 2023-12-06
Last update: 2024-03-19
KNIME versions:  Since v4.2



Deploy, schedule, execute, and monitor your KNIME workflows locally, in the cloud
or on-premises – with our brand new NodePit Runner.

  
Try NodePit Runner!
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Contact
×
Do you have feedback, questions, comments about NodePit, want to support this platform, or want your own nodes or workflows listed here as well?
Do you think, the search results could be improved or something is missing?
Then please get in touch! Alternatively, you can send us an email to mail@nodepit.com,
follow @NodePit on Twitter or
botsin.space/@nodepit on Mastodon.
Please note that this is only about NodePit. We do not provide general support for KNIME — please use the KNIME forums instead.
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NodePit is the world’s first and most comprehensive search engine that allows you
to easily search, find and install KNIME nodes and workflows. Explore the KNIME community’s
variety. Start mining and follow @NodePit on Twitter
or botsin.space/@nodepit on Mastodon.
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